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established fact that such a device is very effective in reducing corrsidel-ably the vibration 
of the prima~y syslem, especially in the resonant region. 

This device compares favourahly with Frahm damper and is effective against both 
deter~~inistic and random excitations in reducing the amplitude ot vibration systems near 
resonaxicc. Howcver, repeatcd collisions of rhc par tde  against Lhc a~de of the 
container give rise to large impact Forces and excessive aoise. The impact forces and the 
consequent contact stresses, surface wear and noise level can be considembly rednced if 
one colliding mass is replaced by several small impacting masses. It has been conclusively 
demonstrated, both analyticslly and experimentally, that if a single unit impact damper. 
replaced by a multi-unit one, in which a large number of small particles movc in separate 
containers (one particle in each container) opera~ing in parallel, the new multi-unit 
damper would he more efficient. Each particle is arranged to move i n  a separate channel 
so as to minimise the frictional forces on the particles, because it is known that friction 
has a detrimental effect on the damper efficiency. 

Applications of impact dampers are numerous. They provide uniformly distributed 
damping forces and hence can be effective in all modes of vibration. 

3. Literature survey 

Paget' was the first to study impact dampers. Lieber and .Tensen' were among the early 
investigators to discuss the design, development and some applications of impact 
dampers lor aircraft vibration control. Assuming that thc impacts are perfectly plastic 
(i.e. the coefficient of restitution is zero) and that the motion of the primary system is 
simple harmonic, they obtained a formula for using damping data in the theoretical 
analysis of aircraft vibration and flutter from work-energy considerations. ~ c ~ o l d r i c k - '  
demonstrated experimentally that the resonant amplitude of a forced vibmting system 
could bc reduced by an impact damper. vigness4 gave some theoretical considerat~ons 
for forced vibration. Grubin5 considered the problem with a finite coefficient of 
restitution and presented two methods of solution. The first method is an exact solution 
satisfying the initial conditions and determining the motion of the system from impact to 
impact, which is computationally tedious, if not impractical. The second method is to 
develop a stcady-state solution by writing the solution after 'n' collisions and studying the 
asymptotic behavionr as 'n' goes to infinity. By using the latter method, the inverse 
problem (of determining the damper characteristics for a prescribed degree of vibration 
control) also can be numerically solved. The impact damper problem with an undamped 
primary system was analysed by Arnoldb introducing an unknown phase angle between 
the motion and the applied harmonic force and replacing the impact forcc by a Fourier 
series. Frequency response curves For the amplitude of vibration were presented, but the 
experimental results did not agree very well with the theory. Warbnrton7 gave a simpler 
anafysis of the same problem. Lieber and Grubin" ', ~oitenberg", ~a l aka" ,  ~ r l i k h ' ~  
and Kobrinski~~~ also have contributed to the study of impact dampers. ~ a ~ e r ' ~  
considered the impact damper operating in the vertical direction, thereby introducing a 
bias due to the weight of the impacting mass. SadekI5 used the approach of ~ r n o l d ~  to 



As stated earlier, the disadv:!nt;~gc$ ol' large rorpxt forces, surface wear and excessive 
noise levels of single unn impact ilampcrs arc ovcrcome to some extent if multi-unit 
impact dampers are used2", "'. Masri"' gave an exact solution for the symmetric 
two-impacts-per-particle per-cycle motion for a mnlti-unit impact damper and deter- 
mined the regions of asymptotic stability. l'he results were shown to be in good 
agreement with the motion simui;ltcd on a digital computer and with experimental 
findings. It has been c1emonstr;~tcd experiment;illy2%hat, for such a multi-unit vibration 
impact neutralizer. called MUVIN, thc efficiency is greater, while the contact stress a ~ i d  
noise levels are considerably lower than those for a single unit damper. The general 

of such M w r N  systems becomes vcry complicated when the number of particles 
becomes very large. Cempc12\sfiowed how for MUVIN the sequence of impulsive forces of 

may be replaced by an equivalent continuous interaction force. This replacement 
leads to greater simplification of the ~uvriu analysis. In another paper'4, Cempel 
formulated a receptance model of MUVIN and showed the possibility of dynamic a~alysis 
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and synthesis of the interaction with multi-degree freedom systems and with beams, 
plates and shells. He also showed both theoretically and experimentally that the M ~ ~ N  

system can be used to limit resonant structural vibration. 

Practical applications of impact dampers also have been discussed in the literature. 
Some of them are: elimination or reduction of vibration of turbine blades" lathe tools25, 
airplane ailerons22, moving electrical contacts of power generator~",tall buildqs 
and other structuresZ7~ ", lighting poles along highways2', helicopter tension rodsu. etc. 
There have also been discussions on the applications, for example. of impact dampers to 
continuous systems30. 

The heart of the Impact damper is, of course, the collision phenomenon. It is therefore 
obvious that a fundamental understanding of the impact phenomenon is of great 
importance in the study of impact dampers. 

4. The impact phenomenon 

After St. venant3' and Hertz32 published iheir theories of impact, several investigators 
havc carried out follow-up theoretical work and experiinents on collision of bodies. 
Many of these are concerned with estimating thc range of validity of the Hertzian theory 
of impact (presented in the next section), detcrmining the coefficient of restitution and 
measurement of impact forces. vincent3', ~ a ~ l e i ~ h ~ ~ ,  Sears3', k ~ o ~ k i n s o n ~ ~ ,    am an^, 
Love" and ~ndrews"~ '  are among the early investigators of impact. Subsequently, 
 aso on^', Zener and Feshbach4?, Bowden and Tabor44, ~ a b o r ~ ~ ,  ~ i n d l i n ~ ~ ,  l3avies4', 
Poritsky4" Crook49, Tilletso, Hunter", Goodier et aIS2, ~o ldsn i i i h~<  Goldsmith and 
Lymans4, Hoppmanns', Lubkin5', Dysons7, Malyshev5', Deresiewiczs9, Tsaia', Schwie- 
ger and Spuidahl and Bokor and ~eventhali" are some of the others who have 
contributed to the understanding of the impact phenomenon. 

In an important pape?', Raman discussed the problem of transverse impact of a solid 
sphere on an infinitely extended elastic plate of finite thickness and calculated the 
theoretical cocfficient of restitution as a function of the elastic constants and densities of 
the materials, the diameter o l  the sphere and the thickness of the plate and of the 
velocity of impact. Experiments confirming the validity of the formula within the limits 
of it& applicability were also reported. Crook4" by a piezoelectric method, succeeded in 
measuring continuously the impact forces between metal cylinders and between a hard 
sphcre and metal flats. The experimental results confirm the validlty of the impact 
theories of St. Venant and Hertz within the appropriate ranges of their applicability. 
Hunters1 theoretically calculated thc vibrational energy in the elastic waves gencrated by 
a highly localized transient normal force and applied the results to the problem of 
~Ollkion of a small body on a tldt surface of a large one. The result is of interest in 
justifying the validity of the Hertzian theory for the case of a small body colliding against 
a massive one. Veluswamy and Cro~sle~~~-?." studied multiple impacts of a ball between 
two plates experimentally, and suggested, on the basis of the results, a mathematical 
model that fits the observed facts. This work is of interest in the context of investigations 
on impact dampers. 



Impacts on non-metals are nlore complex Po study than those on metals, but the 
iomler are of minor relcvancc in the study of impact dampers. 

~h~ Hertz theory of ifWacl 

impacts betwecn rnctals nlay be plastic or elastic, producing some permanent 
deformation or none. According to St. Venanr". the nature of an elastic collision is 
determined by the elastic waves generated in the colliding bodies by the collision. 
~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ " s s u r n e d  Lhat the stresses and the strains in the neighbourhood of the point of 

are the same as if the colliding force were purely static, in other words, (he 
dresses and strains may be determined from the equations of equilibrium of the theory of 
elasticity. The theory of St. Venant 21pplies to Impacts between the end faces of long 

while that of Hertz applies to irnp;lcts betwuen small bodies. These theories are 
complementary and certain problcms can bc solved by combining the two theoiies. 

The assun~ption of quasi-static conditior~ in I-lertz's theory neglecting the inertia and 
stress wave effecrs, demands equality of approaching and rebounding velocities. This 
implies that the cwfficient of restitution is unity and thai the elastic energy of the two 
bodies acquired during the impact is coniylctcly reversible. The condition for the 
Hertzian theory to be valid is, according to Lovc-'" '''that the duration of impact should 
be a large muttiple of the gravest period of free vibration of cither body which involves 
compression at the piace in question". The elastic waves generated in the colliding bodies 
during the process of coilision travel to and fro within the bodics along the directions of 
compression. If the duration of contact is so large that the elastic waves get enough time 
to execute several passages to and fro in the meantime, then the assumption of 
quasi-statical condition of Hertz's theory is justified. Thus, one would suppose that the 
assumptions of Hertz's theory are not justified when one body is very massive, since the 
impact is over even before the first reflection begins, whereas the assumed quasi-statical 
conditions are realised by several wave reilcctions at boundariesT2. ". However, the 
Love criterion quoted and explained :+hove is too restrictive and the theory can be 
extended to the case of impacts of a small body with a massive one. It is this kind of 
metal-to-metal impacts of small bodics with a massive body that we are concerned with in 
the study of impact dampers. 

Exper~ments~~ on impact of steel balls on steel blocks consistently show a difference of 
approach and rebound velocities, indicating a coefficient of restitution in the range of 
0.90-0.95, compared to the value of unity as demanded by the Hertzian theory. Huntc?' 
calculated the vibrational energy in the elastic waves generated by the impact, but found 
that this is not quite sufficient to account for the loss of kinetic energy. The probable 
reasons for the difference in the energies are the dissipation of energy in the metal due to 
the high strain rates involved and welding followed by fracture at the rnicrole~el~ '~  ''. 
However, at small or even moderate velocities of impact (compared to the velocity of 
Propagation of elastic waves in the massive body), the Hertzian theory is shown by 
HunteP to be justified for the case of collisions of small bodies with a massive one. 

Thus, it may be concluded that for such collisions as occur in impact dampers, the 
'henry of Hertzian impact may be used for the calculation of stresses, strains, time of 
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contact and surface compliance. However, if a coetiiciient of restitution approach is used 
for writing down the equations of motion of the impacting ball(s) and of the primary 
system and the dynamical-kinematical conditions of inrpact, it is also justifiable to use a 
nunlerical value of less than unity for the coefficient of mtitution and to treat the 
impacts as instantaneous. The duration of impact is small compared to the periodic time 
of travel of the ball(s) in the container(s) of the impact earnper, aithough it is still large 

to  the time of transit of elastic waves within the ball(s). 
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